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overview

For this project students were instructed to research a social issue and educate 

people about it through three deliverables. Abusive relationships always caught 

my attention and I wanted to incorporate that within my work. I didn’t want to 

focus on the physical abuse that women go through but rather the psychological 

side of abuse. Not many women understand that manipulation is common, many 

are blinded by love. That’s why I wanted to introduce Oh Honey. An ad campaign 

bringing awareness to abusive relationships.  



Design overview

The idea of incorporating the vintage aesthetic within this project was crucial for the 

style that I wanted to accomplish. In the mid 1900s relationships were romanticized, 

they made sure to always broadcast what a perfect relationship looked like. A classic 

magazine ad would have the woman in the man’s arms with her eyes focused on him 

and only him. They would be smiling and having a great time loving each other but 

in reality that’s not what most relationships are like. I wanted to use those vintage ads 

and really show what these women were facing then and even in today’s society. In 

the beginning I wanted to include a “Fairy Godmother” dropping notes within the 

advertisement giving some advice on what’s actually happening within that specific 

scene. With some adjustments through my process I decided to not use the “Fairy 

Godmother” but rather use the woman herself. At the bottom of each note you’ll see 

“Your Future self” signed. 



Goals and Objectives
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To inform people that in today’s world it’s not uncommon to be abused by their partner. Abuse doesn’t 

always have to mean physical; psychological abuse is just as bad if not even worse. Being aware of the 

signs are crucial.   

Stimulate thought about their own relationship. Bringing awareness to their personal life will 

make them more alert, looking for those signs of abuse. 

Encourage victims to reach out for help. Whether they need advice about how to leave the rela-

tionship or on how to help a friend, the hotline will be available. 

word list
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Power 
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Oh Honey Design

Vintage

Elegant

Clean

Inviting

Relatable 

Powerful
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target audience

My target audience will be concerned about their relationship or their friend’s. They’ll also 

be curious about the statistics on abusive relationships. They will  want to be proactive 

about their love life and make sure it’s healthy.  

Gender: Females

Race: All races

Age: 16-45

Education: Above high school level

Income level: $70,000 - $200,000 annually



Sucessful campaigns

These advertisements were successful because they were able to get the point across. Their strat-

egy was pairing words with an image that portrayed an individual as the victim. These stood out 

to me because they brought attention to the fact that the victim can be any age, race, or gender. 



visual research



Type inspiration



Type study
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Color palette

I decided to go with this option because it’s vibrant and I 

felt that the color scheme went better with my concept. Even 

though my overall aesthetic is vintage I don’t want the colors 

to be washed out.   



ad campaign development

Focus on the mental manipulation within relationships. Keep within the vintage aesthetic. A bold 
typeface will take position of where the words are placed. 



ad campaign development

In the first poster design I wanted to show how happy the woman is before 

she realizes what kind of relationship she’s in. The whole idea of her “perfect” 

relationship is shown through the symbols of the rainbow and butterflies flow-

ing out from her skull. The note from her future self is simply telling her what 

her partner is up to. In this poster the man has done something wrong and in 

order for the woman to forgive him he thought it would be the perfect idea to 

buy her a new necklace. She on the other hand is guilty for letting this go on. 



ad campaign development

In the second poster design I wanted to show the woman slowly starting 

to realize what is going on within her relationship. In this case her future 

self is dropping a note indicating that her partner has been cheating on 

her and thinking about other women. I wanted to incorporate little details 

such as the sexy women in the man’s head to make it easier for the view-

ers to understand what’s happening within this particular relationship.  



ad campaign development

In the third poster design I wanted to show the woman surrounded by her 

thoughts of this perfect relationship. The rainbow slowly surrounding her 

getting tighter and tighter to the point where she doesn’t know how to get 

out because both her thoughts and her partner are suffocating her. These 

are the feelings that I think a lot of the viewers can relate to. 



booklet research 

The second deliverable is more informative when it comes to abusive rela-

tionships. Right from the beginning the reader is introduced by her future 

self the 5 warning signs she needs to know about a manipulative partner. 

The common theme of the perfect relationship (rainbows and butterflies) 

flow throughout each spread indicating that it goes from one relationship 

to the next, showing the reader that it’s not uncommon. Within a few of the 

spreads there will be faded figures in the background that represent the girl 

thinking back to certain situations where her partner had shown these signs. 

The very last spread has faces looking down indicating that they were the 

ones to tell her that the man she was with was never good news and that 

she should’ve listened to the people who cared about her. 



booklet development



final spreads



Thank you


